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The New Princes 
 

By Richard E. Friedman 

 

 

 

Preface 

 

Nicolo Machiavelli was born in Florence, Italy in 1469 and held important posts until his death 

in 1527.  He was a keen observer of the errors and personal character of the rulers he served.  He 

synthesized his vast experience and observation of rulers, nobles, political systems and statecraft 

in his magnum opus, The Prince, which was not published by him.    Parts of the original text are 

disputable. 

 

"Machiavellian" in modern times has acquired a pejorative meaning – a sinister connotation that 

was unknown to his peers.  A careful reading of this book leads to more reasonable and 

affirmative interpretation. 

 

The theme of Machiavelli’s The Prince and this small essay is the relationship of the rulers and 

the ruled.  Machiavelli’s observations and conclusions regarding mankind’s motivations and 

weaknesses tend to be negative, rather than what we would prefer them to be.  The Prince does 

not contribute to the observation that government should be a moral force and inspiration to the 

people.  He writes clearly and provides insights but not judgments. 

 

The Prince provides great principles for the guidance of rulers and their relationship with the 

people, nobles, parliaments, and with the rulers of other states. 

 

“I write down for you what I have learned in conversation, mostly listening to others, and a 

synthesis of worthy thought and sometimes mirth.  I continue to enrich and polish this little book 

which has suffered many vicissitudes before attaining the form it reaches you.  It is likely that 

before the ink dries on these pages, that alterations may be required by the miscalculations of 

others and by me.  An able statesman, who is out of work and has leisure time, is like a huge 

whale which will endeavor to overturn the ship, unless he has an empty project to play with.”  

This is an example of Machiavelli’s felicitous style.  To confound the reader, I have inserted or 

deleted some of his phrases and added personal observations, without notation. 

 

Politics is the instrument to achieve government; politics is not the instrument to achieve more 

politics.  The objective of this small essay is to counter the drift of politics that is leading the 

state into the commode.  The following text is derived, in large part, from the marvelous insights 

to be found in The Prince, with liberties taken to assist contemporary readers, and organization 

for rhetorical flow.  The purpose of this essay is to make the nation a bit better by a thought-

provoking handbook for common cause and positive political action. 
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Chapter One: The Contemporary State of Politics 

 

Wondering whether the present times are propitious for a new approach and for wise, successful, 

and prosperous government, and whether there are elements that will give an opportunity to 

achieve a virtuous state and to introduce a new way of achieving what is good for the people of 

this country, it appears that so many things conflate to favor a better governance.   

 

At the present time, it was necessary that this country discover the virtue of its spirit, and it was 

necessary that it should be reduced to the grievous situation that she is now in.  Although today 

some spark may have emerged among the young, the hard workers, the elderly, all of whom are 

saddened and quietly disgusted that the fine system has been mishandled and spat upon by our 

elected officials for many years. 

 

Our country, being drained of its vitality and optimism waits for those, collectively and with 

respect, forbearance and dignity who shall yet heal her wounds and put an end to the swindling, 

and cleanse those sores that have for long festered.  Fortune and common sense have sent people 

to deliver her from these wrongs and insolences.  She is ready and willing to follow a new 

banner, if only a group of our countrymen will raise it. 

 

Nor is there to be seen at present a group in whom she can place more hope.  This will not be 

impossible, if you recall prior difficult times where there were the same opportunities, for their 

enterprises were neither more just nor easier than this. 

 

Here there is a strong system, great justice, and greatest willingness.  Everything has contributed 

to your greatness, you must do the rest.  Fortune is not able to accomplish everything and thus 

take away our free will and that share of glory that belongs to us. 

 

It is to be wondered why 535 officials and 464 magistrates and one leader – The Grand One 

Thousand – have lost their way.  The underlying order is good, the best of any other state.  Yet 

the Grand One Thousand have obscured our beauty, reduced our vigor, and sapped our strength 

unwittingly.  It is time for them to go quietly and quickly from whence they came, with muted 

thanks for their efforts, but with no particular glory. 

 

The unglorious One Thousand will continue for a while, but will be replaced gradually.  And 

nothing honors us better and brings us together in common cause than to use our system for the 

advantage of all.  Such things when they are well founded and dignified will make us revered 

and admired.  There are opportunities to bring such into use in every form.  Our country has had 

great valor in our limbs while it fails in the head. 

 

This opportunity ought not to be allowed to pass.  No door is closed to us.  Nothing will hinder 

us.  The long-standing dominion of the Grand One Thousand, both houses, is beginning to stink.  

Let us take up this charge with that courage and hope with which all just enterprises are 

undertaken, so that under our banner our native country may be ennobled. 
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Why should we spend our time on such things?  We should consider the problems between those 

who are ruled and the rulers.  There is no safe course.  One adapts, and through the almost sacred 

magic of critical analysis and common sense, safe passage will be achieved. 

 

What are the great principles that guide states, leaders, citizens, and their relations with other 

states?  I give to you the knowledge of great people who have achieved great things for 

themselves and their states.  The best gift that I offer to you is the opportunity of understanding, 

in the shortest time, many troubles and dangers, and unforeseen triumphs which have emerged 

from the bowels of despair. 

 

 

Chapter Two: The New Princes 

 

Youth are freer than their older generation in dress and living, and they spend more of their time 

in excesses which consume their time and money in idleness, gaming and women.  They 

communicate by incessant use of grunts without felicity or flourish.  This is the hallmark of 

neotony – prolonged adolescence.  Some of you will perceive your folly and those of your peers.  

Putting the excesses of youth behind you before you reach middle age is available to you.  If you 

will do your share, others will help you, if you help yourself. 

 

Time drives everything before it.  There is a time for all things – patience and forbearance, and a 

time for joyous, rapid action. 

 

Avail yourself of ideas.  However, the idea fountain of progress has been captured by ideology 

on the left and the right, yin and yang, which is predictable, intransigent, and maladaptive to 

changed circumstances.  Ideology is a useful crutch and an organizing principle.  However, the 

new princes will know that all components of conflicting ideologies are valid to those who hold 

them.  The new prince will have courage to diminish the importance of weak components, decry 

and synthesize them.  Both sides will grumble, but will cooperate, if the prince convinces them 

that the whole is greater than its constituent parts.  This becomes the common cause – an agreed-

upon national ethos that will bring together those who are ruled. 

 

The new princes will not be rulers.  They will motivate the rulers into action impelled by ideas 

that emerge from the princes who wisely use their time while living among the people and so 

will be well positioned to integrate and define that which is apparent but not understood.  They 

need not spend their time and energy shaking hands and raising money as do the rulers. 

 

Why are laws important?  Because just law places human rights above property rights.  Life, 

liberty, and pursuit of happiness, without guarantee, is the peoples’ legacy.  The princes will 

recognize the importance of study, understanding, and application of the law and its principles.  

A prince need not be a lawyer to be an officer of the court. 

 

The chief foundation of all states, are good laws and good arms.  There cannot be good laws 

where the state is not well armed.  It follows that where states are not well armed, they will not 

be safe.  Some citizens will be valiant before friends, and mock those who protect them, and will 
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be cowardly before enemies.  Destruction is deferred only so long as there is no attack where 

they run from a foe. 

 

War and Conflict  

 

If the ruler chooses war and is found to be lukewarm in the conduct of war, or, if he is less than 

valiant in protecting the city from threats within, they will be anxious to let him go so that they 

may secure themselves.  Nothing can be so unstable as a state that is not founded on its own 

strength.  When nobles have thought more of ease than security they have lost their states.  A 

ruler who does not protect his people is despised. 

 

A prince who does not understand the art of conflict and war cannot be respected by his soldiers.  

A prince who excels solely in other pursuits is at a grave disadvantage because he cannot 

command.  A prince that lacks skill in conflict must acquire the desirable skills that a captain of 

the line possesses, even though by inclination he tends to be more comfortable with things of 

beauty and the mind. 

 

A high moral tone to the dirty business of politics and the fripperies of diplomacy is required to 

mask the underlying business of conflict.  Conflict is always present but need not result in war.  

War brings death and destruction to the vanquished and to the victor.  The new prince will be 

strong, be prepared for war, and will use his skill to avoid war, unless there is extreme reason to 

do so, and then the reason given must be scrutinized, scrubbed clean, and scrutinized once again. 

 

Trouble and conflict are omnipresent and are the necessary baggage of life.  Conflict, like death, 

and many other occurrences in living, is an expected phenomenon.  It is the bad cards dealt to us 

in gaming.  Cry when the baby is born, not when the old, feeble man dies. 

 

The new prince will learn these things because it is necessary to experience this directly and 

conquer it. 

 

In difficult times, the ruler and the system are blamed.  However, the system is probably not 

broken.  It may be that the ruler does not know how to manage the system.  The people become 

bewildered, and they need reassurance not by the ruler, but by the people who have ideas 

regarding how to address the problem.  They do not seek to become rulers.  They are people of 

thought and subtle action.  They solve problems and their action should be directed to train a 

nucleus who will, in time, become the new princes. 

 

Disputes create heat and anger, and envelop men in obsession that obscures their true nature.  

People pursue happiness and prize joy as opposed to the miasma of conflict.  A new prince who 

can apply mirth to a contumacious discussion can reduce conflict and lead the discussants to 

reasonable conclusions. 

 

Change and Reform 
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A new ruler is an expert politician, but is rarely equipped to become a ruler.  He will bring with 

him his friends, who are also expert politicians, but they cannot provide him with good advice on 

how to rule the state.  The ruler who does not properly manage is not entirely the master of his 

country and he will lose what he has acquired, and while he holds it he will have endless 

difficulties and troubles.  In the beginning, a malady is easy to cure but difficult to detect, but in 

the course of time, not having been either detected or treated, it becomes difficult to cure.  If the 

evils that arise have been foreseen, they can be redressed, and there would be no longer a need 

for a remedy.  The new prince will learn to detect an emerging trouble and deal with it at once 

before it morphs into a catastrophe.  Natural disasters, the eruption of volcanoes, and roiled seas 

that sweep on shores, and winds of high velocity are in the nature of things.  The new prince will 

educate and encourage the people to become prudently prepared.  However, the obstacle is 

within the people themselves who know that such disasters will occur for their neighbors, but 

will not affect them.  Thus, the prince will know how to cajole, persuade, and rouse the populace 

to action. 

 

In prosperous times, there is less cause and necessity to offend, and the rulers will be loved and 

the people will be well disposed.  The motivation for change will be lost.  In time of difficulty, 

change should be directed solely at the causes of difficulty.  It is folly to seek change for other 

purposes.  The slogan that a candidate for public office is a messenger of change is usually an 

empty phrase.  The goal of change is stability and should be designed to cure, rather than to tell 

the people that change will result in having two chickens in the pot rather than one. 

 

Reform is the first cousin to change and, like change, is susceptible to being an empty phrase.  

True reform suggests that the rulers may be incompetent or corrupt, which may or may not be 

true.  However, the people may be deceived, because afterwards they will find by experience that 

they have gone from bad to worse. 

 

In this way, by promising change and reform, the princes will have created enemies of those they 

deposed.  But there will be no certainty that the new rulers will provide what is expected.  The 

reforms that are promised are unlikely to meet high expectations and the disappointment of the 

people will be greater than the incompetence of the ruler who has made the promise.  Thus, the 

new prince must produce far more than is expected of him.  Change and reform connote major 

differences.  The wise new ruler will make incremental change, but mask the achievement.  The 

people will be in awe when the pot cover is removed and they discover one chicken when none 

was promised.   

 

The new princes should position themselves to advise the new ruler who has annexed the 

previous ruler’s constituency.  If he wishes to allay their antipathy and gain their support, he 

should go and live among them for a while to learn their customs.  This is where the guidance of 

the new princes becomes critical.  The ruler’s constituents will understand this because they wish 

to become one body.  Give them, as much as possible, what they believe they want.  They may 

not love him, but they will respect him. In this way, the new ruler who depends on the advice of 

the princes will consolidate his gain and extend the time of his rule until he, in turn, is deposed. 
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Looking to the experience of our state and other states there are principles that are repeated in 

predictable cycles.  The system is alleged to be broken.  However, the system is not broken, 

rather it ebbs and flows.  The new ruler is always perceived as taking the country where it does 

not want to go.  However, the ruler, of necessity, will be compelled to drift toward the center.  

The nobles are always held in low repute.  There will be widespread belief that neither the ruler 

nor the nobles are competent managers.  This is true, but the system moves as a gyroscope, 

notwithstanding interference from obdurate managers.  The economy will be cyclical and during 

periods of decline the people will despair until the gyroscope will induce a cycle of prosperity.   

 

The ruler will choose vision over problem solving because vision is easier to assert than solving 

a problem.  The public accepts the reality of political, acrimonious partisanship, but is offended 

by elected officials who use political vitriol to mask their inability to resolve problems.  The 

people will protest if a ruler obstructs their desire for comprehensive, collective, collaborative 

participation, rather than providing leadership.  The people want to participate in the decision 

process that affects their lives, but do not know how to do so.  They want to broaden the base of 

power by diminishing the power of the ruler and the nobles.  The elders among the citizens have 

a responsibility to educate and train a cadre of new princes who will seek office. 

 

The rulers are not united because of malcontents among them and this is their weakness.  The 

malcontents among the rulers and the populace can open the way into the state and sometimes 

render the victory easy, but, if you wish to hold what you gain afterwards, you meet with infinite 

difficulties, both from those who have assisted you and from those you may have crushed.  The 

state that you have gained may be lost whenever time brings the opportunity.   

 

Principles of Energy and Motivation 

 

Before the new prince takes action he must know the principles of energy and motivation.  Hard 

times will shape the mind of the people and cause them to put aside their usual issues of daily 

life and turn more toward statecraft.  The ruler and the parliament will be blamed for their sorry 

condition.  In good times, people will ask themselves what they like; in hard times they will tell 

the ruler what they really want. 

 

What do the people want in periods of hard times, and how do they express this to their 

representatives?  They see their condition as a problem to be resolved by their leaders because it 

is the leaders who have caused the problem and burdened the people.  The people want personal 

safety and security; protection from violence; and the security of knowing that the next day and 

thereafter they will be employed, not burdened by confiscatory taxes, and their country, like 

them, will not be required to beg for money from other states, or from their neighbors. 

 

In troubled times, there will be a scarcity of men and women whom the people can trust.  In quiet 

times, the people will accept the statement of a ruler who will say that he will die for them.  

Death in the abstract is far distant.  But, in troubled times, when the state has need of well-

prepared citizens, there will be but few.  It is a common defect of mankind not to make any 

provision in the calm against the tempest.  When the bad times come, all the magistrates will 

think of is flight.  The new princes will prepare themselves to be nobles, rather than rulers, 
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during the next decade at which time they will become competent to challenge and oppose the 

rulers.  However, if one duels with the king, you must kill him.  The new ruler has the advantage 

because neither the ruler nor the nobles are held in natural affection by the people, nor do they 

have credit with the people, and they will assemble themselves quietly to fool the people. 

 

The people want stability.  In hard times, the traditional way of life is disturbed.  Variables are 

deemed to be bad – surprises are troubling.  Stability provides predictability – that tomorrow will 

not be worse than today.  Thus, the people want assurances that good times will be here again.  

The people do not want grand projects in time of trouble.  They do not want to construct 

anything grand to be built on that which is not broken. 

 

Although it may be counterintuitive, during periods of hard times, people will concentrate on 

their legacy: what they received from their parents; and what legacy they will give to their 

children: a legacy that is composed of morals and other tangible things such as money and tax 

burden.  The latter is more important in hard times.  If the legacy is meager or burdensome this 

will be directed at their rulers and the older generation who caused the problem.  And they will 

wish to avoid giving the same rotten legacy to the next generation. 

 

The new princes, when they are well educated and experienced and are ready to become nobles, 

must choose to be seen by the people as different from those they have replaced.  The people will 

accept differences of opinion and they will be gladdened when the new princes who have 

different persuasions cooperate among themselves and act to solve the peoples’ problems. 

 

 

Chapter Three: The Education of the New Princes 

 

There is no expeditious and comprehensive method to educate a new prince where he or she can 

comprehensively learn statecraft.  The paucity of safe harbors can serve to strengthen the new 

prince.  Plunge into the maelstrom after first having read and accepted or rejected the principles 

of this small volume.  If you are successful, you must enable successive generations of new 

princes to stumble upon this from which you will derive satisfaction. 

 

Ideology  

 

A belief is a firmly held conviction, religious or political.  How a belief is acquired varies: from 

the priest, parents or peers.  Once a belief is acquired, it is difficult to abandon because, in most 

cases, it filters contrary ideas or beliefs that make one uncomfortable.  Obsessive clinging to 

one’s beliefs is a formal protection device. 

 

When a belief or system of beliefs is installed, it is amplified by ideology – the ideas and 

discussion points commonly held by a group.  A true believer is rooted to his belief and 

ideology.  People who hold opposing beliefs become targets for proselytizing and conversion to 

one’s true faith. 
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The new princes must rely on critical analysis and common sense, but this creates a dilemma.  

Although he may take the position of “a pox on both houses,” and be deemed an outsider by all, 

except those who are like-minded, or secretly hold his beliefs.  They will be cautious and will not 

publicly communicate their extreme beliefs, and they will attempt to subvert from within. 

 

Certainty is superficial.  If a prince seeks to alter the certainty of people, he must do this with 

caution and subtlety because people who are uncertain will be easily persuaded by evil men who 

will cause them harm.  People will seek a compass to guide them in their principal direction.  

Those who are going north will condemn people who are going south believing that those who 

are going opposite from them are mis-directed because they have no compass or their compass is 

defective. 

 

People refer to their private compass as ideology which is useful to them because the direction it 

provides enables them to avoid the troublesome zigs and zags of the complex world.  Ideology 

protects people from the burden of deep thought and masks uncertainty.   

 

What then is Ideology?  It is avoiding individual thought and adoption of group think.  It is 

composed of three parts, each of which is composed of three sub-parts.  In total, nine parts which 

people will learn and memorize and keep them close to be used in every situation that confronts 

them.  This is good for them because it reinforces their need for certainty.  It is a filter that 

separates impurities.  These impurities are the reasons that some people move in opposite 

directions.  They are guided by an agglomeration of impurities observed by those who are certain 

in their own beliefs. 

 

An example of impure ideology is found in false religion.  Adherents of what is deemed to be 

false religion profess that their religion is peaceful and other religions are not.  In reality, this 

means that you must practice their religion or they will kill you. 

 

Ideology is one of the three pillars of the pantheon of concepts that guide our lives.  The others 

being ethos and problems.  The decisions that people in our state must make is the rank order and 

priority to be given to the three pillars of wisdom.  If priority is given to ideology, it demeans 

ethos: the spirit of the state or the people within the state is manifested in its beliefs and 

aspirations.   

 

In good times people do not wish to be bothered by the metaphysics of the three choices.  

Ideology is easier to grasp and thus it dominates.  When times are hard, unresolved problems 

trump ideology.  Ethos is constant and by acclaim should dominate both ideology and the array 

of problems. 
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Chapter Four: Policymaking 

 

The new princes will be trained in the art, not the science, of critical analysis: assemble facts, 

identify bias; test assumptions; utilize commonly agreed upon principles, and be wary of 

certainty because it is always uncertain. 

 

The new prince will investigate, assemble, and array the facts of matters that come before him.  

Before he presents a policy for consideration by the people he must engage in one preliminary 

step that is frequently overlooked that will result in enhancing his credibility and his proposition.  

The new prince should assemble a group of wise elders and young people who are trained in 

logic.  They will test the soundness of the proposition, make their findings known to the new 

prince quietly to enable him to adjust before it is presented to the people.  In this way the new 

prince will have the advantage of advance preparation before the attack of the adversaries which 

is sure to come.  If the people are well informed on a matter, the people will believe that they, 

not the prince, have decided on a course of action to be taken. 

 

Many people hold the opinion that the affairs of the world are governed by Fortune and by God, 

and that men, even with their wisdom, cannot direct them.  Because of this they would have us 

believe that it is not necessary to labor much in affairs but to let chance govern them.  Great 

changes in affairs beyond all human conjecture support this view.  Fortune is the arbiter of one-

half of our actions, but she still leaves us to direct the other half or a little less. 

 

The prince who relies entirely on Fortune is lost when it changes.  He will be successful who 

directs his actions to the spirit of the times, whose actions do not accord with the times will not 

be successful.  Success or failure depends on whether the prince adapts and conforms to the spirit 

of the times. 

 

A man is not often found sufficiently circumspect to know how to accommodate himself to 

change, because he cannot deviate from what nature inclines him to do, and because, having 

always prospered by acting in one way, he cannot be persuaded that it is well to leave it.  The 

cautious man, when it is time to become adventurous, does not know how to do so, and he is 

ruined.  Fortune is changeful; mankind is steadfast in its way.  So long as the two are in 

agreement, men are successful.  But they are unsuccessful when they fall out. 

 

The new prince is confronted with a dilemma: he or she most likely is independent minded, but 

the gold or green parties dominate politics and elected office.  If a new prince chooses either gold 

or green without having first established a personal reputation of good repute he will begin at the 

bottom and chafe at the inefficiency and lack of talent around him. 
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Chapter Five: Politics 

 

Humor is embedded even in the darkest situations.  The new prince must be attuned to dark 

humor and have the capacity to laugh at himself.  If this does not come naturally to a new prince 

with a more serious or dyspeptic disposition, he or she should engage the services of a jester.  

Statecraft should delight, but this rarely occurs.  A clever new prince should tell the people that 

happy times will be here again. 

 

A new prince, by definition, is one who seeks elected government office, has established an 

occupation and profession with good reputation, which will serve to provide sufficient funds for 

himself and family.  He will serve as an elected official with honor for a limited number of years, 

return to his profession, and provide more wellness for himself and his family, and become part 

of the pool of informed citizens. 

 

Elected office is not a profession, it is an opportunity to serve the nation and one’s self for a 

limited period of time.  Staying too long in elected office dulls the senses, creates opportunities 

for mischief, and the temptation of corruption and, most importantly, at the national level, it cuts 

the ties that bind the representative and the people.  It is likely that in bad times the new prince 

will be elected because the people will want to push the rascals out of office. 

 

The better approach is to use his good reputation and professional connections and leverage to 

enter the gold or green party laterally at mid or high level.  It is better for the new prince to 

position himself to be recruited by the party, rather than by him knocking on the door for entry.  

By doing so he will acquire much of the lore of party politics without wasting precious time 

better spent.  The mark of a new prince is deliberate hurry.  The nation is always in peril and the 

princes’ persona is restive. 

 

The new prince sees benefits and liabilities in each party and by inclination will conclude that, to 

achieve his aims he might best take the course of independence which is laudable.  But the laws 

of the country make it extremely difficult for an independent candidate to prevail against either 

the gold or the green. 

 

A new prince should choose a party, force his way in by challenging the party’s incumbents, 

establish an independent niche within the party, and bore into the inner sanctum.  Thus, the new 

prince will be well positioned to solve problems of large magnitude by appealing to the people 

and gaining the support of independent-minded counterparts in the opposing party.  He will leave 

the scraps of small matters for the party regulars to gnaw on, thus proving to them that he is 

regular. 

 

Spending money that the state does not have and spending what it does have unwisely will 

prevent climbing out of the state’s financial hole.  People and their government representatives 

are addicted to debt and conspicuous consumption beyond their means.  At some point we must 

pay off all of our debt, but as we continue to spend, the interest on the debt grows larger than the 

money that is available to reduce the debt, resulting in less money which is available to pay for 
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essential things.  Our state is resilient.  If this generation does not reduce the financial burden 

laid on by the past generation by austerity and controlling spending, the next generation will 

receive a rotten legacy of severely diminished opportunities.  The new prince must take a 

calculated risk when suggesting austerity because it is likely that there will be rioting in the 

streets. 

 

The new prince will lead by example and provide whatever may be free of charge for the public, 

such as circuses and other entertainment which, formerly would have been paid for by the public.  

Difficult financial choices are required that could result in restoration of fiscal prudence and 

successfully remove many layers of financial burden.  When a balanced budget is achieved the 

people will have established a generational culture of fiscal responsibility for those who come 

later.  Consider the future demands of a young population and an aging population.  The budget 

policy should plan for these contingencies.   

 

The foregoing is a declaration of great certainty, but it may be wrong, in part, because fortune 

and the disposition of future generations are uncertain.  The writer, by misfortune has acquired a 

bias, one of penury to which he has become accustomed. 

 

The new princes have no political capital other than ideas.  Thus, they must become a factory 

that produces ideas.  Traditionally, the king will announce a policy that will advance his political 

standing.  He will say that it is good for the people, and sometimes this may be true.  In hard 

times, it is rare for the king to present an idea that addresses the underlying problems because 

this will disclose to the people that the problem is of his making. 

 

The parliament and the nobles will be split, some for and some against the idea.  This will lead to 

impasse because many ideas presented by the king will be ignored.  Good ideas are infrequently 

presented to the public because by tradition the parliament reacts to the king and their energies 

are spent arguing and seeking ways to embarrass the king.  The new princes must learn what the 

people need.  They are well positioned to do this because they keep in each others’ company, and 

the people are not invited to discuss what they really need and what they want with them. 

 

Hard times are best for new princes to enter the parliament because the people are dissatisfied 

with their representatives and their rhetoric justifying their wrongheaded action will cause the 

people to be made angry.  The prince must exercise discipline in communicating his message to 

the people: state the problem clearly, succinctly, and simply; place the blame where it originates 

– the king and the parliament; and present the solution which will result in happy times coming 

again.  Do not wrap the solution in the folds of vision because vision is vague and undefined and 

is better suited for good times.  Solve the peoples’ problems incrementally and leave the vision 

to visionaries. 
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Chapter Six: Power 

 

He who has not first laid his foundations may be able with greater ability to lay them afterwards, 

but they will be laid with trouble to the disrepute of both the architect and the building.  An 

unprepared king will know that his power is fleeting.  To prevent this and upset this state of 

affairs, he will cling to power by embroiling his state in conflict with other states, so as to make 

him master.  In time of peace, sons bury their fathers; in times of war, fathers bury their sons. 

 

In sum, neither genius nor fortune is necessary to become a prince, but rather an infrequent 

serendipity that will be known and acted upon by the unique aspirant. 

 

The people seek in a ruler boldness and ability who knows how citizens are won over or lost and 

who assures them that he has firm foundations upon which to lead them by his lofty spirit and 

far-reaching aims.  The people expect the ruler to fulfill all of their expectations and they will 

libel him as fraudulent, if he fails them.  Thus, the ruler must rule by fear that is impossible to 

achieve in a republic, or by collecting money by gifts to be given to him in return for his support, 

or by speechifying and much smiling which requires the skill of an actor, rather than a king.  All 

of this saps the vitality of the ruler who must spend much time attending to the veneer, rather 

than the substance that lies below the surface. 

 

In addition to mending and polishing the appearance of power, he must fulfill the following 

actions.  To win and keep friends; to overcome opposition by force or fraud; to make himself 

loved and feared; to exterminate those who have competing power or reason to hurt him; to 

change the old order of things for the new; to be severe and gracious; magnanimous, and by 

turns, conservative and liberal.  The ruler must maintain friendships with other states and kings 

in such a way that they must help him with zeal when it is not in their interest to do so. 

 

These qualities are beyond the competencies of one person and it is folly to place trust and 

confidence in one person and one office.  Alas, the elected representatives of the peoples’ 

congress have the same responsibilities, but they tend to be of lesser ability.  He who believes 

that a ship without sail and rudder will not flounder on the shore’s rocks is deceived. 

 

A prince becomes esteemed by achieving great enterprises.  These achievements will keep the 

minds of his people in suspense and admiration.   

 

A prince is highly regarded when he is either a true friend or as an enemy.  Whether he declares 

himself in favor of one party against the other, either course will be more advantageous than 

standing neutral.  When one of the parties conquers, you either have to fear him or not.  The 

party that conquers does not want doubtful friends, and he who loses will not support you 

because you did not willingly support him or you did not do enough on his behalf.  If he with 

whom you ally yourself loses, he will aid you and become companion on a fortune that may rise 

again. 
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Power is always reluctantly dispersed.  The king, by vain show, bread, circuses, parades, and 

ubiquitous appearances in fine raiment, will cause the people to believe that he is all-powerful.  

The king knows that love for him will fast disappear when he makes choices that will gravely 

offend some supporters, and cause unspoken unease among others.  Under the mask of love, the 

king rules by bribes, corruption, and fear which temporarily create respect. 

 

The new prince will know that the king’s power is dispensed grudgingly.  This knowledge will 

make him fortunate and his ability, acquired by education, training, and diligence, will enable 

him to pursue his objectives with success should this please him.  Those who by valor become 

princes acquire pieces of power that enable them to serve the state only with difficulty because of 

their competition with the monopoly of power held by the king.  But they can exercise their 

power with ease. 

 

The ruler always will have two factions who oppose each other and wait to depose him before he 

deposes them.  This is the king’s court.  There are always two parties each with factions – the 

ensemble of power.  Their mutual weakness is that they do not realize that a sleeping third 

faction is poised to take power from them by guile.  The factions spend their energies fighting 

each other and do not provide for the people and solve their problems. 

 

The prince who seeks to care for the people, can capture power by guile and not by force, and 

solve the state’s problems.  However, he is not wedded to power and can unexpectedly return to 

a life of contemplation and joy among his books and vineyards.  Thus, he has an option which is 

not possessed by the king’s professional courtiers.  This limited and noble disposition gives the 

prince a burst of power which surprises the factions from which they cannot recover. 

 

There is nothing more difficult, more perilous, or more certain in its success than the 

introduction of a new order of things.  Because the innovator has for enemies all those who have 

done well under the old conditions and those who will not do well under the new.  This coolness 

arises from fear of laws that will purge their corruption.  People are by nature easily fooled by 

confidence artistry, but they will not really believe in benefits that are promised to them until 

they have given away their piece and received nothing in return. 

 

 

Chapter Seven: Seizing Opportunities 

 

The new prince should rely on opportunity rather than Fortune.  The best opportunity is the 

circumstance wherein the ruler has dispirited the people and created malcontents.  Without such 

opportunity, powers of mind, idealism, and vision, those principles that motivate the select few 

to become a new prince will be in vain. 

 

The new prince will recognize that the people observe trends of the moment and become rapidly 

confused and disinterested when the trend has run its course.  When the people are confused they 

believe that even small difficulties portend chaos.  The new prince will understand the gravity of 

the problem and will stabilize the matter.  The people will be gladdened and follow the prince 

out of their perceived bondage. 
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The new prince should read histories and study the actions of illustrious men to see how they 

have borne themselves, to examine the causes of their victories and defeats.  And take as an 

example one who has been praised and famous before him, and whose achievements and deeds 

he keeps in mind.  For example, the life of Scipio was a glory, and how in chastity, affability, 

humanity and liberality Scipio conformed to what is good and powerful. 

 

Men walk almost always in paths beaten by others.  They follow by imitation their deeds yet, 

because of changing circumstances and disasters, they are unable to keep entirely to the ways of 

others or attain the power of those who have been supreme. 

 

The choice of magistrates is important because when there are those who are capable and faithful 

to him he will be considered wise, but when they are otherwise one cannot form a good opinion 

of him.  There is one test: when you see the servant thinking more of his own interests than of 

yours.  Share with the servant your honors; let him see that he cannot stand alone. 

 

New princes have found more fidelity and assistance in those men who in the beginning of their 

rule were distrusted than among those who in the beginning were trusted.  They will serve him 

with fidelity because they know that it is necessary for them to cancel by deeds the bad 

impression which the prince has formed of them.  The prince gains more from them than from 

those who, serving him in too much security, may neglect his affairs. 

 

A prince must plan for what is unknown over the horizon.  The scanty wisdom of man upon 

entering into an affair which looks well at first cannot discern the poison that is hidden within it.  

If a prince cannot recognize evils until they are upon him, he is not truly wise, and this insight is 

given only to few.  Dangers lurking beyond the horizon are most likely to be found underfoot.  

The prince is a careful observer of innocuous things from which he derives patterns. 

 

The new princes will realize soon enough that they can serve themselves and the state by a 

strategy, critical analysis, and common sense.  A strong seat in the peoples’ congress is easier to 

achieve than the king’s throne.  A unified cadre of princes in the congress can be a counterweight 

to the king as it should be.  This dazzlement of princes becomes an idea factory and the king is 

forced to market their ideas to the populace as his own.  The princes seek no glory for their 

achievement and they give all credit to the hungry king and thus by raising him up they capture 

him. 

 

The new prince should promise low and deliver high.  Let him act like clever archers who, 

designing to hit the mark which is too far distant, and knowing the limits to which the strength of 

their bow attains, take aim much higher than the mark, not to reach the mark by the strength of 

their bow, but to hit a mark much closer than they wish to reach.  If the new prince finds chaos, 

his mark should be stability and problem solving, rather than a more distant and unattainable 

mark. 

 

The new prince will recognize that the ruler holds a country differing in all respects.  The ruler 

must defend those who are without power and weaken the most powerful among them, even 
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though the most powerful will have been his most important supporters.  They will grasp for 

more than they can hold.  Those who are most powerful will fear a strong ruler who diminishes 

their resources somewhat, because the ruler will make them understand that the great threat to 

them will come from the weak who are discontented. 

 

Identify the public ethos and share your ethos with the public. Permit the people to live under 

sensible laws and refrain from drawing tribute from them by vexatious taxes.  Recognize that 

people seek to keep what they earn and give their share to the state only grudgingly.  The people 

want more service than they are willing to pay for.  They seek to live beyond their means in their 

private lives, insist that the state do the same, but they complain bitterly when the state nears 

bankruptcy and they are forced into conditions of austerity. 

 

A large state is expensive and inefficient.  The people object to a large state for two reasons:  it is 

expensive and takes money away from their pockets; and it intrudes on their liberty and its 

ancient privileges.  Whenever the prince shall act against this, the people will not forget their 

privilege and they will immediately rally against him.  The new price should not be perceived as 

the old prince wearing different robes. 

 

A prince should ensure that his state can support itself with its own resources or what it needs to 

borrow money from others.  If the state manages its finances well, it will be a creditor rather than 

a debtor which gives power over other states.  And its subjects will have bread and gainful 

employment, and will be well satisfied.  In times of hardship the state will always have the 

means of giving work to the community that is its life and strength by building roads and parks 

that will be enjoyed subsequently in good times. 

 

Because the affairs of the world are so changeable, it is almost impossible to keep an army in the 

field for an extensive period of time without the people giving up part of their daily bread to pay 

for war which will leave them hungry and unsettled.  When an enemy attacks the city, the prince 

and the people will be hot and ready for defense and will unite with the prince when the princes 

send the army to lay siege to another city that attacks them.  He should first hesitate, because 

after a time, when spirits have cooled and bread is short, the people will not unite with him. 

 

Corruption is not limited to money, bribes, and graft.  Corruption of the state is caused by weak 

and misguided rulers who mistake their personal objectives for those of the people.  The result is 

that the peoples’ goodwill is plundered which gives them cause for disunion so that the state is 

full of robbery, quarrels, and every kind of violence.   

 

The wish to acquire material goods is natural and common and men always do so when they can 

and for this they will neither be praised nor blamed.  But when they do so when they should not, 

yet wish to do so by any means, then there is folly and cause for blame. 

 

The prince is always in jeopardy of losing his state.  The new prince will be more narrowly 

observed than the previous one.  When the new prince is at first deemed able he will be more 

strongly supported than his predecessor because men are attracted more by the present than the 

past.  The people, in retrospect, will diminish the reputation of the most recent predecessor ruler.  
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They will see his warts and all.  However, if the ruler is deemed to be reasonably good and 

capable, many years in the future his legacy will be deemed grand, and the warts and wrinkles 

that he possessed will not be seen.  It will be a double disgrace for a highly acclaimed new prince 

to lose his state by making wrong choices and want of wisdom.  One common defect is to cause 

the people to become hostile over minor things which results in losing the support of the nobles.  

The people and the nobles must be fed constantly food for their egos and fripperies. 

 

 

Chapter Eight: Qualities of the New Prince 

 

The only mentor and teacher for a prince is the prince himself.  Walk in the wilderness of new 

ideas and great possibilities where mentors and teachers serve you as your boots and compass.   

 

A prince should be impatient of gravitas and seek to soar above the world and push back the 

boundaries of old empires.  Princes are the new Mongols who can finesse the need for spilling 

blood and cruelty.  The new princes are barbarians at heart without blood lust who can sustain 

themselves with only a daily handful of rice while they gallop to their destination. 

 

Every citizen, both male and female, may aspire to become a prince of the realm.  Only a few, 

beginning in their second decade of life may have acquired a small amount of knowledge and 

abandoned the arrogance of youth to follow the distant star of their fantasy and imagination.  

Many will falter.  Some will continue with diligence, and some will succeed.  Hereditary princes 

are rare.  And that is good because they tend to be more hereditary and less prince. 

 

Beware of both sycophancy and charisma.  He who is the cause of another becoming powerful is 

usually disappointed because the charisma of the other blinds the eye and stultifies the brain of 

both the public and the supporter.  They both fail to see the blemishes and shortcomings of he 

who is adored.  In due course their eyes will open and logic will prevail.  All will be ruined, the 

charismatic leader, his supporters, the populace, and the state. 

 

Those who become princes are men of so much ability that they know that they have to be 

prepared at once to hold that which fortune has thrown into their laps.  These foundations have 

come before and will serve them well afterward.  It is rare for a citizen to aspire to train to 

become a prince, and to be blessed by both ability and good fortune.  The wagering odds are 

such that a prince in training who takes every measure and has done all that ought to be done by 

a wise and able man to fix firmly his persona and roots within the state, will not become king.  

Rather than discouraging those aspirants, we should encourage them to set closer and more 

realistic marks.  Such a person, in company with other like-minded men and women, will 

achieve their goal to serve themselves and the state far better than the accidental king and his 

retinue.   

 

Some citizens have little trouble rising to the top because very few want to be kings and they do 

not position themselves to do so.  The pool of aspirants is small.  In states where there are large 

circuses and great crowds, a citizen can leap onto the field, unexpectedly, slay a lion or pretend 
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to do so, somersault or make one good speech, and afterwards his or her name will be known in 

the marketplace.   

 

This person has not trained diligently to become a prince, but he or she and their supporters have 

narrowly focused their ambitions and believe that good fortune will follow the aspirant.  Such 

purported leaders stand simply elevated upon goodwill and fortune, two most inconsistent and 

unstable things. 

 

They do not have knowledge requisite for the position they seek.  It is not responsible to expect 

that they should know how to command because they have lived in private conditions.  Besides, 

they cannot hold power and properly guide the state because their forces and confidantes are not 

competent to fulfill the responsibilities of the position they seek to hold. 

 

A prince ought to take care never to make an alliance with one who is more powerful than 

himself.  If the ally conquers, the prince is at his discretion.  A government should not imagine 

that it can take a perfectly safe, neutral course.  Most decisions are doubtful ones.  A prince can 

never avoid one trouble without running into another.  Prudence consists in knowing how to 

distinguish the character of troubles and choose to take the lesser evil.  The business of a prince 

is a never-ending conveyance of troubles, large and small.  If he becomes over-burdened by the 

endless parade of troubles, he is in the wrong business.  Survival in the sea of troubles requires a 

belief that all troubles are ephemeral and that most fade in memory to be replaced by others. 

 

The ruler will be pressed by his advisors and supporters to listen to myriad problems of no great 

significance to the state, but of great importance to the supplicants.  The ruler should have his 

magistrates listen and decide.  If the decision is negative, the assistant must tell the supplicant 

within a very short time, because he will appreciate that he is respected.  If the decision is 

positive, only the ruler should make the announcement.  This must be done within a short period 

of time because the supplicant will grouse at a positive decision given to him late. 

 

The ruler should focus on only three objectives and not be deterred from this.  The ruler will 

have time to learn about non-state matters, exercise, nap, and indulge himself in things that 

delight him.  This will keep his mind and body refreshed and of good spirit.  It is the factotums 

who will work early and late and become exhausted, and accomplish little.   

 

The people expect the ruler to be an actor.  He must be trained in oratory because the public he 

addresses expects to be entertained.  They will not remember more than three substantive points, 

if any.  But they will take with them to their homes an impression derived from showmanship 

rather than substance.  The danger to the state is that highly qualified rulers and leaders may not 

be entertainers.  The converse is that entertainers and great speechifiers will be accepted by the 

public, although beneath their thin veneer, they are wooden-headed.   

 

Charisma is important for actors, jugglers, acrobats, and magicians because they are professional 

entertainers.  Rulers are leaders and they are not entertainers.  People of beauty and entertainers 

may aspire to be leaders and seek to use their charisma to gain the support of the people to attain 

high office.  But, once in office, they will disappoint the people because they will be found to be 
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hollow.  If the new prince be beautiful, he must make himself plain in face and dress, except at 

state celebrations where he should be made handsome and wear fine raiment for the occasion. 

 

The prince should set an unwavering course and communicate this among the people in such a 

way that no unexpected circumstance, whether of good or evil, shall make him change, because, 

if the necessity for change comes in troubled times, it will be too late for harsh remedies and 

mild ones will not help.  The people do not carry or consult compasses to enable them to track 

the course set by the ruler.  Thus, the ruler can change his course imperceptibly without causing 

anxiety among the people. 

 

The prince should know how to avoid those things which will make him hated or contemptible.  

He should show in his actions greatness, courage, gravity, and fortitude.  The prince is highly 

esteemed when he conveys this impression of himself, and he who is highly esteemed is not 

easily conspired against.  And, if he is an excellent man, he can only be attacked with difficulty. 

 

One of the most efficacious remedies a prince may have against conspiracies and calumnies is 

not to be despised and hated by the people.  A prince should strive to be loved and feared, but, 

because it is difficult to unite these qualities in one person, it is much safer to be feared than 

loved.  People are ungrateful, fickle, false, cowardly, and covetous, by turn and in part.  

However, they tend to be good overall.  As long as the prince succeeds, the people are his 

entirely because the good prevails over baseness. 

 

People will promise everything when the need to fulfill the promise is far distant.  But when it 

approaches and they must fulfill their promise, they will turn against you.  Promises that are not 

secured in time of need cannot be relied upon.  Men have less scruple in offending a prince who 

is loved than one who is feared.  Love is preserved by the length of obligation which is broken at 

every opportunity.  But fear preserves the prince by a dread of punishment which never fails. 

 

A prince ought to inspire fear in such a way that he avoids hatred.  He can endure being feared 

while he is not hated.  The middle ground is to instill respect for the prince by the people who 

sometimes love him but always in their hearts fear him. 

 

It is well for a prince to be reputed to be generous and liberal in his dealings with the people.  

Anyone wishing to maintain among men the name of liberal is obliged to avoid the attribute of 

magnificence, because in the end, he will unduly weigh down his people with profligacy and tax 

them, and do everything that he can to get money from them.  This will soon make him odious to 

his subjects.  Liberality and generosity are best given in small doses.  The recipient will not 

measure or know the difference between that which is expensive or modest, but useful. 

 

Therefore, a prince, not being able to exercise the virtues of liberality, except to his cost, if he is 

wise, ought not to fear the reputation of being frugal.  For in time he will be considered more 

prudent than liberal, seeing that with his economy his revenues are enough, that he can defend 

the state against attacks, and is able to engage in enterprises without burdening his people.  The 

prince exercises true liberality – prosperity for many from whom he does not take, and meanness 

towards the few to whom he does not give.  A prince who does not rob his subjects ought not to 
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be concerned about his reputation for being mean and frugal, for it is one of those small vices 

which will enable him to govern. 

 

There is nothing that wastes so rapidly as liberality, for while you exercise it, you lose the power 

to achieve what you seek to do.  The resources to implement the great projects envisioned by the 

ruler for the people will not be available because large expenditures for other great projects will 

have diminished the state’s revenue and the pot will be empty.  The state becomes poor and 

cannot afford excessive liberal expectations and the result is that the prince who promises much 

and delivers little becomes hated and despised.  It is wiser to have a reputation for meanness 

which brings reproach without hatred, than be compelled to bankrupt the state which brings both 

reproach and hatred. 

 

The ruler has no friends.  Old friendships based on commonality wither when the prince acquires 

status and a noble becomes ruler.  The prince must rely on his retinue which he knows are not his 

friends.  He is expected to keep all of them secure and protected, although some are mean, timid, 

or miscreants.  Some actions taken by the prince, intentional or unintentional, result in 

weakening his retinue, and thus he weakens himself by causing unease among them. 

 

He who becomes a prince by the assistance of those who represent interests, and this applies to 

most political operatives, maintains himself with more difficulty than he who comes to it by the 

aid of the people.  The former finds himself with many around him who consider themselves his 

equals and because of this he can neither rule nor manage to their liking.  But he who becomes a 

prince or ruler by popular favor finds himself free, and has none around him who are not 

prepared to obey him. 

 

You cannot satisfy the vested interests, but you can satisfy the people, because their objectives 

are more righteous than the others.  The operatives who have their secret agenda give more 

thought to themselves than to the prince or the state.  A prince should guard against them and 

fear them as if they were enemies because in adversity perceived from their perspective they will 

seek to ruin him. 

 

The prince’s court is full of flatterers.  Tell them that the truth does not offend you.  This will 

confuse them and keep them in a state of imbalance and occupy them so that they are less 

disposed to plot against you. 

 

Choose the wise men of the state, preferably those who are older and most experienced, and for 

whom the flame of personal ambition and acquisition of goods has dimmed.  Give them the 

liberty of speaking the truth to you of things that you inquire and none other.  The prince should 

question them about everything, and listen to their opinions, and afterward form and test his own 

opinions.  Outside of this wise council, he should listen to no one, pursue the thing resolved on, 

and be steadfast in his resolution.  If the prince does otherwise he either will be overthrown by 

flatterers, or he will be changed by varying opinions and will fall into contempt. 
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A prince always ought to take counsel, but only when he wishes and not when others wish.  He 

ought to be a constant inquirer, and afterwards be a patient listener.  A prince who is not wise 

himself will never know how to take good advice when it is given. 

 

The most rare quality of a prince is to array the facts of a matter, listen to wise counsel that may 

be at variance to his own and, in quiet and secret, argue the opposite side of the matter against 

himself.  This will strengthen his argument, give him the conviction of his choice, and prepare 

him for the counter-arguments that are certain to come. 

 

How one lives is far distant from how one ought to live.  He who neglects what ought to be done 

for what is done sooner effects his ruin, rather than his preservation.  A man who wishes to act 

entirely up to his professions of virtue may meet with what could destroy him because there is so 

much that is evil.  It is necessary for a prince to know how to do wrong and to make use of it 

according to necessity. 

 

Everyone will confess that it would be most praiseworthy in a prince to exhibit all good qualities, 

but because they can neither be entirely possessed nor observed for, human conditions do not 

permit it, it is necessary for him to be sufficiently prudent that he may know how to avoid the 

reproach of those vices which would lose him his state.  It is best to keep prior vices to himself, 

but this being not possible, he may without hesitation when found out, concur in the charges 

made against him, promptly, with a sly smile, because those who might condemn him have 

committed the same vices or worse.   

 

He need not make himself uneasy at incurring a reproach for those vices for two important 

reasons: the person who reproaches the prince too hard is certain to have vices which will be 

uncovered, and he will be condemned as an unworthy hypocrite.  Second, all people commit 

indiscretions.  The pool of people from which princes are drawn will be empty if it is limited to 

those without vice.  The consequence will be that the state will be without candidates who are 

qualified to lead. 

 

The people who proclaim loudest that they are the champions of anti-vice are frequently those 

who are addicted to vice themselves.  They proclaim their innocence while condemning those 

who commit any sort of vice, even those which are common among us.  They do this because 

they are weak within themselves.  When they are found out, as they surely will be, because their 

compelling vice makes them indiscreet, they should be mocked in the public place as a warning 

to their other brethren who proclaim that they are holier than thou. 

 

It is good for a prince to keep faith and live with integrity and not with guile or craft.  Some 

princes who have done great things have held good faith of little account and have manipulated 

their people and other states by craft.  There are two ways of contesting: one, by law, the other 

by force.  The first method is proper, but may not be sufficient, and it may be necessary to have 

recourse to force. 

 

It is necessary for a prince to know how to make use of both natures; one without the other is not 

durable.  It is necessary to be a fox to discover snares and a lion to terrify the wolves.  Men are 
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frequently bad, and will not keep faith with you.  Thus you, too, are not bound to observe it with 

them. It is necessary to know well how to disguise this characteristic by being a great pretender 

and dissembler.  Note the proverb: never do what I say, and never say what I did. 

 

A new prince cannot observe those things for which men are esteemed.  He is prevented from 

being pure because of the messiness of operating a state which has many competing objectives 

and agendas advanced by many who are knaves.  Therefore, it is necessary for him to have a 

mind to turn itself accordingly to the wind and variations of fortune.  The prince should not 

diverge from the good if he can avoid doing so, but, if compelled, then to know how to set about 

it with vigor and good effect. 

 

The show of religiosity is helpful to the prince, but the reality of it may be hurtful and pernicious 

to him.  It is necessary for the prince to have the outward quality of religion because men judge 

more by the eye than by the hand.  Few, including yourself, really know what you are.  Religion 

is a private thing and one does not acquire it by rote when forced to do so at a young age.  Each 

man’s god is different.  Less thoughtful people acquire a god that is packaged for them by others.  

In rare cases a prince finds a god for himself that is consistent with his spirit.  The prince does 

not dissemble if, when questioned or observed, professes his belief in god because by making 

this assertion he will be left alone to truly contemplate the great mysteries of religion. 

 

A prince ought to be considered clement, rather than cruel.  He should take care not to misuse his 

clemency.  Too much clemency and mercy allows disorders to arise from which follow murders, 

robberies, and riotous behavior, for these will injure the whole people. 

 

The prince ought to be slow to believe and act when this results in cruelty.  He should have no 

fear in this regard, but proceed in a temperate manner with prudence and humanity. 

 

 

Chapter Nine: Action to be taken 

 

It is the nature of man to act stupidly at most times.  When this occurs, they act even more 

stupidly because they are incapable of acknowledging that they have acted stupidly.  When a 

stupid act is about to be found out, the stupid man attempts to hide the original stupid act, and 

when this cover-up is found out it becomes more grievous than the original act. 

 

The prince may be well disposed to the people, intelligent, and well-meaning.  However, he may 

be forced to become rapacious and mean, being forced against his will by the persistent folly and 

obstruction of the nobles.  In this respect, the prince should know the ever-present mathematical 

imperative of “thirds” that will act to dilute his power. 

 

The universe in which the ruler operates is divided into three parts: the prince; the nobles; and 

the people.  The nobles themselves have one-third factions, as do the people.  The reason is that 

there is the presence of factions – self-interest which is frequently misunderstood by the princes.  

They may not know what is best for themselves, yet they persist and do not recognize that 

narrow self-interest is disadvantageous to them. 
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The new prince will be young, above the age of twenty-five, which is the age when the skull 

bones have knit well, and youthful arrogance has reached its zenith when confronted with the 

reality and vicissitudes of life.  A wise young person will have already committed his or her 

ration of a series of minor vices by this time, and not being caught flagrante delicto.  

Commission of vices will be excused when referred to in later life.  The vices of youth will be 

excused, while the same vices committed in later life, if discovered, will be condemned.  At 

some point in late life, after the old person no longer seeks status and power, the public will 

applaud him for the very vices he commits which would be condemned in middle age. 

 

When times are good the ruler, the nobles, and the state can act stupidly in concert with no 

discernible negative consequence.  For example, the people and the state can live beyond their 

means for a while; people can acquire homes which they cannot afford.  When times are hard, 

policies and actions that are ill-conceived will result in a precipitous downward slide that 

increases in velocity.  This is not perceived at the beginning, but when the people become hungry 

and there is no work for them, and other states see the weakness of the home state and threaten, 

then the people will awaken and all will know that a severe problem is at hand.  This is like the 

pendulum that reaches its apex and must swing back in the opposite direction, and is similar to 

an hourglass when one side becomes full and must be turned.  There will be two classes of 

people within the state, the bewildered and the guilty. 

 

The political process requires the application of mathematics and physics.  An uninformed mass 

of opinion is arithmetically irrelevant because it is balanced by an equal mass on the other side 

by contrary misinformation.  The two sides cancel each other and there occurs counterpoise and 

impasse.  This is the great advantage for even a small cadre of princes.  A minuscule amount of 

pressure, the mass of a butterfly, applied to the tipping point, will be sufficient to move the 

opposites one way or the other or, if they choose they could keep them perfectly still.  This is the 

exercise of power without force, made possible by experience and guile. 

 

It is no surprise that people are people-centric.  The sun, moon, and stars, in their view revolve 

around them.  They are but grains of sand on the beach and they do not realize that their end is 

always near but never in sight until their last days.  Thus, they conduct themselves like they are 

all princes which they are not.  They conduct their personal affairs with certainty, although when 

questioned closely from whence their certainty arises, they are absolutely uncertain. 

 
 


